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Abstract
For simple mechanical systems, bifurcating branches of relative equilibria with breaking
symmetry from a given set of relative equilibria with toral symmetry are found. Lyapunov
stability conditions along these branches are given.
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1. Introduction
This paper investigates the problem of symmetry breaking in the context of simple
mechanical systems with compact symmetry Lie group G of dimension at least one. By
symmetry we always understand continuous symmetry. We shall obtain two types of
symmetry breaking results depending on whether the principal stratum of the G-action
on the conﬁguration manifold Q is associated to the trivial subgroup {e} or to some
non-trivial closed subgroup H of G.
In the ﬁrst case, every point of the principal G-stratum in Q has trivial isotropy.
Because of this simplifying assumption, the symmetry breaking phenomenon can be
analyzed in great detail. Let T be a maximal torus of G whose Lie algebra is denoted
by t. Let qe ∈ Q be a given point with non-trivial symmetry subgroup Gqe = {e},
dim Gqe1, and assume that Gqe ⊆ T. We shall make the hypothesis that the values
of the inﬁnitesimal generators of elements in t at qe are all relative equilibria of the
given mechanical system. These relative equilibria form a vector subspace of TqeQ,
which will be denoted by t · qe. As will be shown, every relative equilibrium in this
subspace has symmetry equal to Gqe . The main result of the ﬁrst part of the paper
gives sufﬁcient conditions that insure the existence of points in this subspace t · qe
from which symmetry breaking branches of relative equilibria with trivial symmetry
will emerge. In addition, sufﬁcient Lyapunov stability conditions along these branches
will be given if the symmetry group G equals the torus T.
To prove this symmetry breaking result one has to proceed in a somewhat non-
conventional manner. One of the main difﬁculties is that the points of bifurcation in
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the subspace t · qe ⊂ TqeQ are not known a priori so one cannot begin a standard
bifurcation theoretical investigation at a given relative equilibrium. To circumvent this
problem the following strategy is adopted. Denote by g the Lie algebra of G and let g∗
be its dual. Take a regular element  ∈ g∗ which happens to be the momentum value
of some relative equilibrium deﬁned by an element of t. Recall that  is regular if the
coadjoint orbit through  is maximal dimensional. Choose a one parameter perturbation
(,) ∈ g∗ of , (0,) = , that lies in the set of regular points of g∗, for small
values of the parameter  > 0. Consider the Gqe -representation on the tangent space
TqeQ. Let vqe be an element in the principal stratum of this representation and also in
the normal space to the tangent space at qe to the orbit G · qe. Assume that its norm
is small enough in order for vqe to lie in the open ball centered at the origin 0qe ∈
TqeQ where the Riemannian exponential map Exp : TQ → Q is a diffeomorphism.
The curve vqe projects by the exponential map to a curve qe() = Exp(vqe ) that
lies in a neighborhood of qe in Q and whose value at  = 0 is qe. We search for
relative equilibria in TQ, starting at points in t · qe, such that their base curves in Q
equal qe() and their momentum values are (,). Not all perturbations (,) are
possible in order to achieve this and it is part of the problem to determine which
ones will yield symmetry breaking bifurcating branches of relative equilibria. To do
this, let (, vqe ,) ∈ g be the image of (,) by the inverse of the locked inertial
tensor of the mechanical problem under consideration evaluated at qe() for  > 0.
If one can show that the limit (0, vqe ,) of (, vqe ,) exists and belongs to t for
 → 0, then the inﬁnitesimal generator of (0, vqe ,) evaluated at qe is automatically
a relative equilibrium since it belongs to t · qe. We shall determine an open Gqe -
invariant neighborhood U of the origin in the orthogonal complement to the tangent
space to the orbit G · qe such that this limit exists whenever vqe ∈ U . Next, we will
determine a family vqe (,1) ∈ TQ and, among all possible (, vqe ,), another family
(,1) ∈ g such that the inﬁnitesimal generators of (,1) evaluated at the base points
Exp(vqe (,1)) of vqe (,1) are relative equilibria. Here 1 is a certain component of
 in a direct sum decomposition of g∗ naturally associated to the bifurcation problem.
This produces a branch of relative equilibria starting in the subspace t · qe which has
trivial isotropy for  > 0 and which depends smoothly on the parameter 1 ∈ g∗. In
the process, the precise form of the perturbation (,) is also determined; it is a
quadratic polynomial in  whose coefﬁcients are certain components in the direct sum
decomposition of g∗ mentioned above.
There are two technical problems in this procedure: the existence of the limit of
(, vqe ,) as  → 0 and the extension of the amended potential at points with sym-
metry. The amended potential criterion is one of the main tools that we shall use in
order to achieve the results described above. Recall that the classical amended potential
is not deﬁned at points with symmetry and this is one of the difﬁcult technical problems
that needs to be addressed in the proof. The existence of the limit is shown using the
Lyapunov–Schmidt procedure. To extend the amended potential and its derivatives at
points with symmetry, two auxiliary functions obtained by blow-up are introduced. The
analysis breaks up in two bifurcation problems on a space orthogonal to the G-orbit.
This symmetry breaking bifurcation result in the ﬁrst part can be regarded as an
extension of the work of Hernández and Marsden [6]. The main difference is that one
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single hypothesis from [6] has been retained, namely that all points of t ·qe are relative
equilibria. We have also eliminated a strong non-degeneracy assumption in [6]. But the
general principles of the strategy of the proof having to do with a regularization of the
amended potential at points with symmetry, where it is not a priori deﬁned, remains
the same.
The second result of the ﬁrst part gives sufﬁcient Lyapunov stability conditions along
the bifurcating branches found before under the additional assumption that G = T.
The stability method used is the energy-momentum method (see [19]) in a formulation
due to Patrick (see [16]) that is particularly well suited for our purposes. It should
be noted that the Lyapunov stability is only for perturbations transverse to the G-
orbit since drift is possible in the symmetry directions; here G denotes the isotropy
subgroup of the coadjoint action at the momentum value  of the relative equilibrium.
In calculating the second variation of the amended potential there appear terms that
make it indeﬁnite, if the symmetry group G is non-Abelian. On the other hand, if
G is Abelian, these terms vanish and the energy-momentum method gives the desired
stability result.
In the second part of the paper we treat the general situation when the principal
stratum of the G-action on the conﬁguration manifold Q of the given mechanical
system is associated to a non-trivial closed symmetry subgroup H ⊂ G. In this case
each point on this stratum has symmetry subgroup conjugate to H. We extend the results
of the ﬁrst part under the additional hypothesis that H ⊆ T, where T is a maximal
torus of the compact Lie group G. The main result of this part is the existence of
symmetry breaking bifurcating branches of relative equilibria with principal symmetry
emanating from the vector subspace t · qe ⊂ TqeQ. As opposed to the situation in the
ﬁrst part, the amended potential criterion along the emanating branches is not applicable
anymore, because each point on such a branch has non-trivial isotropy. Thus we shall
use the augmented potential and the same type of techniques as in the ﬁrst part to treat
branches with non-trivial isotropy. However, we can obtain only bifurcating curves of
relative equilibria and not multi-parameter families; we lose the explicit dependence on
the momentum value along the bifurcating branch (which used to be known in the ﬁrst
part when H = {e}).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we quickly review the necessary
material on symmetric simple mechanical systems and introduce the notations and con-
ventions for the entire paper. Relative equilibria and their characterizations for general
symmetric mechanical systems and for simple ones in terms of the augmented and
amended potentials are recalled in Section 3. Section 4 gives a brief summary of facts
from the theory of proper Lie group actions needed in this paper. After these short
introductory sections, Section 5 presents the ﬁrst bifurcation result of the paper. The
existence of branches of relative equilibria starting at certain points in t · qe, depending
on several parameters and having trivial symmetry, is proved in Theorem 5.17. In Sec-
tion 6, using a result of Patrick [16], Lyapunov stability conditions for these branches
are given if the symmetry group of the given mechanical system is a torus. The second
bifurcation result of the paper is presented in Section 7. The existence of bifurcating
branches of relative equilibria with non-trivial symmetry is proved in Theorem 7.1. Due
to the presence of symmetry along the branch, this result is somewhat weaker than the
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one in Section 5 yielding only one-parameter families of bifurcating relative equilibria
as opposed to the multi-parameter families described in Theorem 5.17.
2. Lagrangian mechanical systems
This section summarizes the key facts from the theory of Lagrangian systems with
symmetry and sets the notations and conventions to be used throughout this paper. The
references for this section are [1,2,9–12,18].
2.1. Lagrangian mechanical systems with symmetry
We shall use the following notation throughout the paper: if f : M → N is a smooth
map from the manifold M to the manifold N, the symbol Tmf : TmM → Tf (m)N
denotes the tangent map, or derivative, of the map f at the point m ∈ M .
Let Q be a smooth manifold, the conﬁguration space of a mechanical system. The
ﬁber derivative or Legendre transform FL : TQ → T ∗Q of L is a vector bundle map
covering the identity deﬁned by
〈FL(vq), wq〉 = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
L(vq + twq)
for any vq,wq ∈ TQ. The energy of L is deﬁned by E(vq) = 〈FL(vq), vq〉 − L(vq),
vq ∈ TqQ. The pull back by FL of the canonical one- and two-forms of T ∗Q give
the Lagrangian one and two-forms L and L on TQ, respectively, that have thus the
expressions
〈L(vq), vq〉 = 〈FL(vq), TvqQ(vq)〉, vq ∈ TqQ,
vq ∈ TvqTQ, L = −dL,
where Q : TQ → Q is the tangent bundle projection. The Lagrangian L is called
regular if FL is a local diffeomorphism, which is equivalent to L being a symplectic
form on TQ. The Lagrangian L is called hyperregular if FL is a diffeomorphism and
hence a vector bundle isomorphism. The Lagrangian vector ﬁeld XE of L is uniquely
determined by the equality
L(vq)(XE(vq), wq) = 〈dE(vq), wq〉 for vq, wq ∈ TqQ.
A Lagrangian dynamical system, or simply a Lagrangian system, for L is the dynamical
system deﬁned by XE , i.e., v˙ = XE(v). In standard coordinates (qi, q˙i ) the trajectories
of XE are given by the second-order equations
d
dt
L
q˙i
− L
qi
= 0,
which are the classical the Euler–Lagrange equations.
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Let G be a Lie group of dimension at least one, g its Lie algebra, g∗ its dual, and
 : G × Q → Q a smooth left Lie group action on Q. We shall often denote by
g · q := (g, q) the action of the element g ∈ G on the point q ∈ Q. The inﬁnitesimal
generator of  ∈ g is the smooth vector ﬁeld Q ∈ X(Q) deﬁned by
Q(q) := d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
exp(t) · q
for any q ∈ Q. The left lifted G-actions on TQ and T ∗Q are deﬁned by
g · vq := Tqg(vq) and g · q := T ∗g·qg−1(q)
for g ∈ G, vq ∈ TqQ, and q ∈ T ∗q Q. The equivariant (relative to the left lifted G-action
on T ∗Q and the left coadjoint action of G on g∗) momentum map J : T ∗Q → g∗ is
given by
〈J(q), 〉 = 〈q, Q(q)〉 for q ∈ T ∗q Q,  ∈ g,
where 〈 , 〉 always denotes the pairing between a space and its dual.
Let L : TQ → R be a Lagrangian that is invariant under the lifted action of G to
TQ, that is, L(g · vq) = L(vq) for all g ∈ G and vq ∈ TQ. From the deﬁnition of the
ﬁber derivative it immediately follows that FL is equivariant relative to the (left) lifted
G-actions to TQ and T ∗Q, that E is also G-invariant, and that XE is G-equivariant, that
is, ∗gXE = XE for any g ∈ G. The G-action on TQ admits an equivariant momentum
map JL : TQ → g∗ given by
〈JL(vq), 〉 = 〈FL(vq), Q(q)〉 for vq ∈ TqQ,  ∈ g,
and hence JL = J ◦ FL. By Noether’s theorem, JL is constant on the ﬂow of XE .
2.2. Simple mechanical systems
A simple mechanical system (Q, 〈〈·, ·〉〉Q, V ) consists of a Riemannian manifold
(Q, 〈〈·, ·〉〉Q) together with a potential function V : Q → R. These elements deﬁne a
Hamiltonian system on (T ∗Q,	) with Hamiltonian given by H : T ∗Q→ R, H(q) =
1
2 〈〈q, q〉〉T ∗Q+V (q), where q ∈ T ∗q Q, 〈〈·, ·〉〉T ∗Q is the vector bundle metric on T ∗Q
induced by the Riemannian metric of Q, and 	 = −d
 is the canonical symplectic
form on the cotangent bundle T ∗Q. In canonical coordinates (qi, pi) on T ∗Q, we have

 = pidqi and 	 = dqi ∧ dpi . The Hamiltonian vector ﬁeld XH is uniquely deﬁned
by the relation iXH	 = dH .
The dynamics of a simple mechanical system can also be described in terms of
Lagrangian mechanics, whose description takes place on TQ. The Lagrangian L : TQ →
R for a simple mechanical system is given by L(vq) = 12 〈〈vq, vq〉〉Q − V (q), where
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vq ∈ TqQ. The energy of L is E(vq) = 12 〈〈vq, vq〉〉 + V (q). Since the ﬁber derivative
for a simple mechanical system is given by 〈FL(vq), wq〉 = 〈〈vq,wq〉〉Q, or in local
coordinates FL
(
q˙i/qi
) = gij q˙j dqi , where gij is the local expression for the metric
on Q, it follows that L is hyperregular. The relationship between the Hamiltonian and
the Lagrangian dynamics is the following: the vector bundle isomorphism FL bijectively
maps the trajectories of XE to the trajectories of XH , (FL)∗XH = XE , and the base
integral curves of XE and XH (that is, the projections to Q of the integral curves of
XH and XE) coincide.
2.3. Simple mechanical systems with symmetry
Let G act on the conﬁguration manifold Q of a simple mechanical system (Q, 〈〈·, ·〉〉Q,
V ) by isometries. The potential function V : Q → R is assumed to be G-invariant.
The locked inertia tensor I : Q → L(g, g∗), where L(g, g∗) denotes the vector space
of linear maps from g to g∗, is deﬁned by
〈I(q), 〉 = 〈〈Q(q), Q(q)〉〉Q
for any q ∈ Q and any ,  ∈ g. Note that ker I(q) = gq := { ∈ g | Q(q) = 0}.
The G-action on Q is said to be locally free at q ∈ Q if gq = {0} which is equivalent
to Gq being a discrete subgroup of G. In this case I(q) is an isomorphism and hence
deﬁnes an inner product on g.
Suppose the action is locally free at every point q ∈ Q. Then one can deﬁne the
mechanical connection A ∈ 1(Q; g) by
A(q)(vq) = I(q)−1JL(vq), vq ∈ TqQ.
If the G-action is free and proper, so Q→ Q/G is a G-principal bundle, then A is a
(left) connection one-form on the principal bundle Q → Q/G, that is, it satisﬁes the
following properties:
• A(q) : TqQ→ g is linear and G-equivariant for every q ∈ Q, which means that
A(g · q)(g · vq) = Adg[A(q)(vq)],
for any vq ∈ TqQ and any g ∈ G, where Ad denotes the adjoint representation of
G on g;
• A(q)(Q(q)) = , for any  ∈ g.
If  ∈ g∗ is given, we denote by A ∈ 1(Q) the -component of A, that is, the one-
form on Q deﬁned by 〈A(q), vq〉 = 〈,A(q)(vq)〉 for any vq ∈ TqQ. The G-invariance
of the metric and the relation
(Adg)Q(q) = g · Q(g−1 · q),
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implies that
I(g · q) = Ad∗
g−1 ◦ I(q) ◦ Adg−1 , (2.1)
where Ad∗
g−1 denotes the left coadjoint action of g ∈ G on g∗. We shall also need later
the inﬁnitesimal version of the above identity
TqI
(
Q(q)
) = −ad∗ ◦ I(q)− I(q) ◦ ad, (2.2)
where ad : g → g is the linear map deﬁned by ad := [, ] for any ,  ∈ g and
ad∗ : g∗ → g∗ is its dual. This identity implies〈
TqI(Q(q)), 
〉 = d〈I(·), 〉(q) (Q(q)) = 〈I(q)[, ], 〉 + 〈I(q), [, ]〉 (2.3)
for all q ∈ Q and all , ,  ∈ g.
3. Relative equilibria
This section recalls the basic facts about relative equilibria that will be needed in
this paper. For proofs see [1,9,11,12,19].
3.1. Basic deﬁnitions and concepts
Let  : G×M → M be a left action of the Lie group G with Lie algebra g on the
manifold M. A smooth vector ﬁeld X : M → TM is said to be G-equivariant if
Tmg(X(m)) = X(g(m)) or, equivalently, ∗gX = X
for all m ∈ M and g ∈ G. If X is G-equivariant, then G is said to be a symmetry group
of the dynamical system m˙ = X(m). A relative equilibrium of a G-equivariant vector
ﬁeld X is a point me ∈ M such that
X(me) ∈ Tme(G ·me),
where G · me := {g · me | g ∈ G} is the G-orbit through me. Since Tme(G · me) =
{M(me) |  ∈ g} =: g · me, this condition is equivalent to the statement that there is
some  ∈ g, usually called the velocity of me, such that X(me) = M(me). A relative
equilibrium me is said to be asymmetric if the isotropy subalgebra gme := { ∈ g |
M(me) = 0} = {0} and symmetric otherwise. Note that if me is a relative equilibrium
with velocity  ∈ g, then for any g ∈ G, g ·me is a relative equilibrium with velocity
Adg . The ﬂow of an equivariant vector ﬁeld induces a ﬂow on the quotient space.
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Thus, if the G-action is free and proper, a relative equilibrium deﬁnes an equilibrium
of the induced vector ﬁeld on the quotient space and conversely, any element in the
ﬁber over an equilibrium in the quotient space is a relative equilibrium of the original
system.
3.2. Relative equilibria in Hamiltonian G-systems
Given is a symplectic manifold (P,	) and a left symplectic Lie group action of G
on P that admits a momentum map J : P → g∗, that is, XJ = P , for any  ∈ g, where
J(p) := 〈J(p), 〉, p ∈ P , is the -component of J. We shall also assume throughout
this paper that the momentum map J is equivariant, that is, J(g · p) = Ad∗
g−1J(p),
for any g ∈ G and any p ∈ P . Note that the momentum maps J : T ∗Q → g∗ and
JL : TQ → g∗ presented in Section 2.1 are particular examples of this general situation.
Given is also a G-invariant function H : P → R. Noether’s theorem states that
J ◦ Ft = J for any t ∈ R for which the ﬂow Ft of the Hamiltonian vector ﬁeld XH is
deﬁned. In what follows (P,	, H, J,G) is called a Hamiltonian G-system. Consistent
with the general deﬁnition presented above, a point pe ∈ P is a relative equilibrium
of XH if
XH(pe) ∈ Tpe(G · pe).
As in the general case, pe is a relative equilibrium if and only if there exists  ∈ g,
called the velocity of pe, such that XH(pe) = P (pe). Relative equilibria are charac-
terized in the following manner.
Proposition 3.1 (Characterization of relative equilibria). Let pe(t) be the integral
curve of XH with initial condition pe(0) = pe ∈ P . Then the following are equiv-
alent:
(i) pe is a relative equilibrium.
(ii) There exists  ∈ g such that pe(t) = exp(t) · pe.
(iii) There exists  ∈ g such that pe is a critical point of the augmented Hamiltonian
H(p) := H(p)− 〈J(p)− J(pe), 〉.
We shall use later the following properties of relative equilibria in Hamiltonian
systems.
Proposition 3.2. Let pe be a relative equilibrium of XH with velocity . Then
(i) for any g ∈ G, g · pe is also a relative equilibrium whose velocity is Adg ;
(ii)  ∈ gJ(pe) := { ∈ g | ad∗ J(pe) = 0}, the coadjoint isotropy subalgebra at
J(pe) ∈ g∗, which is equivalent to the identity Ad∗exp t J(pe) = J(pe) for any
t ∈ R.
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3.3. Relative equilibria in simple mechanical G-systems
In the case of simple mechanical G-systems, the characterization (iii) in Proposition
3.1 can be simpliﬁed in such way that the search of relative equilibria reduces to the
search of critical points of a real-valued function on Q. Depending on whether one
keeps track of the velocity or the momentum of a relative equilibrium, this simpliﬁcation
yields the augmented or the amended potential criterion, which we introduce in what
follows. Let (Q, 〈〈·, ·〉〉Q, V,G) be a simple mechanical G-system.
• For  ∈ g, the augmented potential V : Q → R is deﬁned by V(q) := V (q) −
1
2 〈I(q), 〉.• For  ∈ g∗, the amended potential V : Q → R is deﬁned by V(q) := V (q) +
1
2 〈, I(q)−1〉.
It is important to notice that the amended potential is deﬁned at q ∈ Q only if q in an
asymmetric point. The amended potential has the alternate expression V = H ◦A.
Proposition 3.3 (Augmented potential criterion). A point (qe, pe) ∈ T ∗Q is a relative
equilibrium of a simple mechanical G-system if and only if there exists a  ∈ g such
that:
(i) pe =
〈〈
Q(qe), ·
〉〉 ∈ T ∗qeQ and(ii) qe ∈ Q is a critical point of V.
Proposition 3.4 (Amended potential criterion). A point (qe, pe) ∈ T ∗Q is a relative
equilibrium of a simple mechanical G-system with qe an asymmetric point if and only
if there is a  ∈ g∗ such that:
(i) pe = A(qe) ∈ T ∗qeQ and(ii) qe ∈ Q is a critical point of V.
4. Some basic results from the theory of Lie group actions
We shall need a few fundamental results form the theory of group actions which we
now review. For proofs and further information see [3,4,7,15].
4.1. Maximal tori
Let V be a representation space of a compact Lie group G. A point v ∈ V is regular
if there is no G-orbit in V whose dimension is strictly greater than the dimension of
the G-orbit through v. The set of regular points, denoted Vreg, is open and dense in V.
In particular, greg and g∗reg, denote the set of regular points in g and g∗ with respect
to adjoint and coadjoint representations, respectively. A subgroup of a Lie group is
said to be a torus if it is isomorphic to S1 × · · · × S1. Every compact, connected,
Abelian Lie group of dimension at least one is a torus. A subgroup of a Lie group
is said to be a maximal torus if it is a torus that is not properly contained in some
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other torus. If G is a compact Lie group with Lie algebra g, every  ∈ g belongs to at
least one maximal Abelian subalgebra and every  ∈ greg belongs to exactly one such
maximal Abelian subalgebra. Every maximal Abelian subalgebra is the Lie algebra of
some maximal torus in G. Let t be the maximal Abelian subalgebra corresponding to
a maximal torus T. Then for any  ∈ t ∩ greg, we have that G = T ; for details see
[4].
4.2. Twisted products
Let G be a Lie group and H ⊂ G a Lie subgroup. Suppose that H acts on the left
on a manifold A. The twisted action of H on the product G× A is deﬁned by
h · (g, a) = (gh, h−1 · a), h ∈ H, g ∈ G, a ∈ A.
Note that this action is free and proper by the freeness and properness of the action
on the G-factor. The twisted product G×H A is deﬁned as the orbit space (G×A)/H
of the twisted action. The elements of G ×H A will be denoted by [g, a], g ∈ G,
a ∈ A. The twisted product G×H A is a G-space relative to the left action deﬁned by
g′ · [g, a] = [g′g, a]. Also, the action of H on A is proper if and only if the G-action
on G×H A is proper. The isotropy subgroups of the G-action on the twisted product
G×H A satisfy
G[g,a] = gHag−1, g ∈ G, a ∈ A.
4.3. Slices
Throughout this paragraph it will be assumed that  : G×Q→ Q is a left proper
action of the Lie group G on the manifold Q. This action will not be assumed to be
free, in general. For q ∈ Q we will denote by H := Gq := {g ∈ G | g · q = q}
the isotropy subgroup of the action  at q. We shall introduce also the following
convenient notation: if K ⊂ G is a Lie subgroup of G (possibly equal to G), k is
its Lie algebra, and q ∈ Q, then k · q := {Q(q) |  ∈ k} is the tangent space to
the orbit K · q at q. A tube around the orbit G · q is a G-equivariant diffeomorphism
 : G ×H A → U , where U is a G-invariant neighborhood of G · q and A is some
manifold on which H acts. Note that the G-action on the twisted product G ×H A is
proper since the isotropy subgroup H is compact and, consequently, its action on A is
proper. Let S be a submanifold of Q such that q ∈ S and H · S = S. We say that S is
a slice at q if the map
 : G×H S → U deﬁned by [g, s] → g · s
is a tube about G · q, for some G-invariant open neighborhood of G · q. Notice that if
S is a slice at q then g · S is a slice at the point g · q. The following statements are
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equivalent:
(i) There is a tube  : G×H A→ U about G · q such that ([e,A]) = S.
(ii) S is a slice at q.
(iii) The submanifold S satisﬁes the following properties:
(a) The set G · S is an open neighborhood of the orbit G · q and S is closed in
G · S.
(b) For any s ∈ S we have TsQ = g · s + TsS. Moreover, g · s ∩ TsS = h · s,
where h := { ∈ g | Q(q) = 0} is the Lie algebra of H := Gq . In particular
TqQ = g · q ⊕ TqS.
(c) S is H-invariant. Moreover, if s ∈ S and g ∈ G are such that g · s ∈ S, then
g ∈ H .
(d) Let  : U ⊂ G/H → G be a local section of the submersion G→ G/H . Then
the map F : U ×S → Q given by F(u, s) := (u) · s is a diffeomorphism onto
an open set of Q.
(iv) G ·S is an open neighborhood of G ·q and there is an equivariant smooth retraction
r : G · S → G · q
of the injection G · q ↪→ G · S such that r−1(q) = S.
Theorem 4.1 (Slice theorem). Let the Lie group G act properly on the manifold Q.
For any q ∈ Q there exists a slice at q.
Theorem 4.2 (Tube theorem). Let the Lie group G act properly on the manifold Q,
q ∈ Q, and denote H := Gq . Then there exists a tube  : G×H B → U about G · q
such that ([e, 0]) = q and ([e, B]) =: S is a slice at q; B is an open H-invariant
neighborhood of 0 in the vector space TqQ/Tq(G · q), on which H acts linearly by
h · (vq + Tq(G · q)) := Tqh(vq)+ Tq(G · q).
If Q is a Riemannian manifold then B can be chosen to be a Gq -invariant neigh-
borhood of 0 in (g · q)⊥, the orthogonal complement to g · q in TqQ. In this case
U = G · Expq(B), where Expq : TqQ→ Q is the Riemannian exponential map.
4.4. Type submanifolds and ﬁxed point subspaces
Let G be a Lie group acting on a manifold Q. Let H be a closed subgroup of G.
We deﬁne the following subsets of Q:
Q(H) = {q ∈ Q | Gq = gHg−1, g ∈ G},
QH = {q ∈ Q | H ⊂ Gq},
QH = {q ∈ Q | H = Gq}.
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All these sets are submanifolds of Q. The set Q(H) is called the (H)-orbit type subman-
ifold, QH is the H-isotropy type submanifold, and QH is the H-ﬁxed point submanifold.
We will collectively call these subsets the type submanifolds. We have:
• QH is closed in Q;
• Q(H) = G ·QH ;
• QH is open in QH .
• the tangent space at q ∈ QH to QH equals
TqQH = {vq ∈ TqQ | Tqh(vq) = vq, ∀h ∈ H } = (TqQ)H = TqQH ;
• Tq(G · q) ∩ (TqQ)H = Tq(N(H) · q), where N(H) is the normalizer of H in G;
• if H is compact then QH = QH ∩Q(H) and QH is closed in Q(H).
If Q is a vector space on which H acts linearly, the set QH is found in the physics
literature under the names of space of singlets or space of invariant vectors.
Theorem 4.3 (The stratiﬁcation theorem). Let Q be a smooth manifold and G be a Lie
group acting properly on it. The connected components of the orbit type manifolds Q(H)
and their projections onto the orbit space Q(H)/G constitute a Whitney stratiﬁcation
of Q and Q/G, respectively. This stratiﬁcation of Q/G is minimal among all Whitney
stratiﬁcations of Q/G.
The proof of this result, that can be found in [4] or [17], is based on the Slice
Theorem and on a series of extremely important properties of the orbit type manifolds
decomposition that we enumerate in what follows. We start by recalling that the set
of conjugacy classes of subgroups of a Lie group G admits a partial order by deﬁning
(K)  (H) if and only if H is conjugate to a subgroup of K. Also, a point q ∈ Q
in a proper G-space Q (or its corresponding G-orbit, G · q) is called principal if its
corresponding local orbit type manifold is open in Q. The orbit G · q is called regular
if the dimension of the orbits nearby coincides with the dimension of G · q. The set
of principal and regular orbits will be denoted by Qprinc/G and Qreg/G, respectively.
Using this notation we have:
• For any q ∈ Q there exists an neighborhood U of q that intersects only ﬁnitely many
connected components of ﬁnitely many orbit type manifolds. If Q is compact or a
linear space where G acts linearly, then the G-action on Q has only ﬁnitely many
distinct connected components of orbit type manifolds.
• For any q ∈ Q there exists an open neighborhood U of q such that (Gq)  (Gx),
for all x ∈ U . In particular, this implies that dim G · q dim G · x, for all x ∈ U .
• Principal Orbit Theorem: For every connected component Q0 of Q the subset Qprinc∩
Q0 is connected, open, and dense in Q0. Each connected component (Q/G)0 of
Q/G contains only one principal orbit type, which is connected open and dense in
(Q/G)0.
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5. Regularization of the amended potential criterion
In this section we shall follow the strategy in [6] to give sufﬁcient criteria for ﬁnding
relative equilibria emanating from a given one and to ﬁnd a method that distinguishes
between the distinct branches. The criterion will involve a certain regularization of
the amended potential. The main difference with [6] is that all hypotheses but one
have been eliminated and we work with a general torus and not just a circle. The
conventions, notations, and method of proof are those in [6].
5.1. The bifurcation problem
Let (Q, 〈〈·, ·〉〉Q, V,G) be a simple mechanical G-system, with G a compact Lie
group with the Lie algebra g. Recall that the left G-action  : G × Q → Q is by
isometries and that the potential V : Q→ R is G-invariant. Let qe ∈ Q be a symmetric
point whose isotropy group Gqe is contained in a maximal torus T of G. Denote by
t ⊂ g the Lie algebra of T. Throughout this section we shall make the following
hypothesis:
(H) every vqe ∈ t · qe is a relative equilibrium.
Throughout this paper the symbol S◦ := { ∈ V ∗ | 〈, x〉 = 0} denotes the annihilator
of the subset S ⊂ V in the vector space V ∗, relative to the duality pairing 〈 , 〉 :
V ∗ × V → R. Note that S◦ is always a vector subspace of V ∗.
The following result was communicated to us by J. Montaldi.
Proposition 5.1. In the context above we have:
(i) dV (qe) = 0
(ii) I(qe)t ⊆ [g, t]◦.
Proof. (i) Because all the elements in t · qe are relative equilibria, we have by the
augmented potential criterion dV(qe) = 0, for any  ∈ t. Consequently, for  = 0 we
will obtain 0 = dV0(qe) = dV (qe).
(ii) Substituting q by qe and setting  =  ∈ t in relation (2.3), we obtain:
d〈I(·), 〉(qe)(Q(qe)) = 〈I(qe)[, ], 〉 + 〈I(qe), [, ]〉 = 2〈I(qe), [, ]〉
for any  ∈ t and  ∈ g. The augmented potential criterion yields
0 = dV(qe) = dV (qe)− 12 d〈I(·), 〉(qe).
Since dV (qe) = 0 by (i), this implies d〈I(·), 〉(qe) = 0 and consequently 〈I(qe),
[, ]〉 = 0, for any  ∈ t and  ∈ g. So we have the inclusion
I(qe) ⊆ [g, ]◦.
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Now we will prove that [g, ]◦ = [g, t]◦ for regular elements  ∈ t. For this it is enough
to prove that [, g] = [t, g] for regular elements  ∈ t. It is obvious that [, g] ⊆ [t, g]
if  ∈ t. Equality will follow by showing that both spaces have the same dimension.
To do this, let F : g → g, F() := ad, which is obviously a linear map whose
image and kernel are Im(F) = [, g] and ker(F) = g. Because  ∈ t is a regular
element we have that g = t and so ker(F) = t. Thus dim(g) = dim(t)+ dim([, g])
and so using the fact that dim(g) = dim(t)+ dim([t, g]) (since g = t⊕ [g, t], g being
a compact Lie algebra), we obtain the equality dim([, g]) = dim([t, g]). Therefore,
[, g] = [t, g] for any regular element  ∈ t. Summarizing, we proved
I(qe) ⊆ [g, t]◦,
for any regular element  ∈ t. The continuity of I(qe), the closedness of [g, t]◦, and
that fact that the regular elements  ∈ t form a dense subset of t, implies that
I(qe) ⊆ [g, t]◦,
for any  ∈ t and hence I(qe)t ⊆ [g, t]◦. 
Lemma 5.2. For each vqe ∈ t · qe we have Gvqe = Gqe .
Proof. The inclusion Gvqe ⊆ Gqe is obviously true, so it will be enough to prove that
Gvqe ⊇ Gqe . To see this, let g ∈ Gqe and vqe = Q(qe) ∈ t · qe, with  ∈ t. Then, since
Gqe is Abelian (because by hypothesis Gqe ⊂ T), we get
Tqeg
(
vqe
) = Tqeg (Q(qe)) = Tqeg ( ddt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
exp(t)(qe)
)
= d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(
g ◦exp(t)
)
(qe) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(exp(t) ◦g)(qe)
= d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
exp(t)(qe) = Q(qe) = vqe ,
that is, g · vqe = vqe , as required. 
The bifurcation problem for relative equilibria on TQ can be regarded as a bifurcation
problem on the space Q× g∗ as the following shows.
Proposition 5.3. The map f : TQ → Q× g∗ given by vq → (q, JL(vq)) restricted to
the set of relative equilibria is one to one and onto its image.
Proof. The only thing to be proved is that the map is injective. To see this, let
(q1, (1)Q(q1)) and (q2, (2)Q(q2)) be two relative equilibria such that f (q1, (1)Q
(q1)) = f (q2, (2)Q(q2)). Then q1 = q2 =: q and JL(q, (1 − 2)Q(q)) = I(q)(1 −
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2) = 0 which shows that 1 − 2 ∈ ker I(q) = gq and hence (1)Q(q) =
(2)Q(q). 
We can thus change the problem: instead of searching for relative equilibria of the
simple mechanical system in TQ, we shall set up a bifurcation problem on Q×g∗ such
that the image of the relative equilibria by the map f is precisely the bifurcating set.
To do this, we begin with some geometric considerations. We construct a G-invariant
tubular neighborhood of the orbit G·qe such that the isotropy group of every point in this
neighborhood is a subgroup of Gqe . This follows from the Tube Theorem 4.2. Indeed,
let B ⊂ (g · qe)⊥ be a Gqe -invariant open neighborhood of 0qe ∈ (g · qe)⊥ such that on
the open G-invariant neighborhood G · Expqe (B) of G · qe, we have (Gqe)  (Gq) for
every q ∈ G ·Expqe (B). Moreover G acts freely on G ·Expqe
(
B ∩ (TqeQ){e}
)
. It is easy
to see that B × g∗ can be identiﬁed with a slice at (qe, 0) with respect to the diagonal
action of G on (G ·Expqe (B))×g∗. The strategy to prove the existence of a bifurcating
branch of relative equilibria with no symmetry from the set of relative equilibria t · qe
is the following. Note that we do not know a priori which relative equilibrium in t · qe
will bifurcate. We search for a local bifurcating branch of relative equilibria in the
following manner. Take a vector vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e} and note that Expqe (vqe ) ∈ Q is
a point with no symmetry, that is, GExpqe (vqe ) = {e}. Then vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e}, for
 ∈ I , where I is an open interval containing [0, 1], and Expqe (vqe ) is a smooth path
connecting qe, the base point of the relative equilibrium in t · qe containing the branch
of bifurcating relative equilibria, to Expqe (vqe ) ∈ Q. In addition, we shall impose that
the entire path Expqe (vqe ) be formed by base points of relative equilibria. We still
need the vector part of these relative equilibria which we postulate to be of the form
()Q(Expqe (vqe )), where () ∈ g is a smooth path of Lie algebra elements with
(0) ∈ t. Since Expqe (vqe ) has no symmetry for  > 0, the locked inertia tensor is
invertible at these points and the path () will be of the form
() = I(Expqe (vqe ))−1(()),
where () is a smooth path in g∗ with (0) ∈ I(qe)t. Now we shall use the char-
acterization of relative equilibria involving the amended potential to require that the
path
(
Expqe (vqe ),()
) ∈ (G · Expqe (B)) × g∗ be such that f−1((Expqe (vqe ),())
are all relative equilibria. The amended potential criterion is applicable along the path
Expqe (vqe ) for  > 0, because these points have no symmetry. As we shall see be-
low, we shall look for () of a certain form and then the characterization of relative
equilibria via the amended potential will impose conditions on both () and vqe . We
begin by specifying the form of ().
5.2. Splittings
We shall need below certain direct sum decompositions of g and g∗. The compactness
of G implies that g has an invariant inner product and that g = t⊕[g, t] is an orthogonal
direct sum. Let k1 ⊂ t be the orthogonal complement to k0 := gqe in t. Denoting k2 :=
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[g, t] we obtain the orthogonal direct sum g = k0 ⊕ k1 ⊕ k2. For the dual of the Lie
algebra, let mi := (kj ⊕ kk)◦ where (i, j, k) is a cyclic permutation of (0, 1, 2). Then
g∗ = m0 ⊕m1 ⊕m2 is also an orthogonal direct sum relative to the inner product on
g∗ naturally induced by the invariant inner product on g.
Lemma 5.4. The subspaces deﬁned by the above splittings have the following proper-
ties:
(i) k0, k1, k2 are Gqe -invariant and Gqe acts trivially on k0 and k1;
(ii) m0, m1, m2 are Gqe -invariant and Gqe acts trivially on m0 and m1.
Proof. (i) Because Gqe is a subgroup of T it is obvious that Gqe acts trivially on
t = k0 ⊕ k1 and hence on each summand. To prove the Gqe -invariance of k2 = [g, t],
we use the fact that Adg[1, 2] = [Adg 1,Adg 2], for any 1, 2 ∈ g and g ∈ G.
Indeed, if 1 ∈ g, 2 ∈ t, g ∈ Gqe we get Adg[1, 2] ∈ [g, t] = k2.
(ii) For g ∈ Gqe ,  ∈ m0 we have to prove that Ad∗g  ∈ m0. Indeed, if  = 1+2 ∈
k1 ⊕ k2, we have
〈Ad∗g , 〉 = 〈Ad∗g , 1 + 2〉 = 〈,Adg (1 + 2)〉
= 〈, 1 + Adg 2〉 = 0
since Gqe acts trivially on k1, k2 is Gqe -invariant and m0 = (k1 ⊕ k2)◦. The same type
of proof holds for m1 and m2. For g ∈ Gqe ,  ∈ m0 we have to prove that Ad∗g  = .
Let  = 0 + 1 + 2 ∈ g, with i ∈ ki , i = 0, 1, 2. We have
〈Ad∗g − , 〉 = 〈Ad∗g , 0 + 1 + 2〉 − 〈, 0 + 1 + 2〉
= 〈,Adg(0 + 1 + 2)〉 − 〈, 0 + 1 + 2〉
= 〈, 0 + 1 + Adg 2〉 − 〈, 0〉 = 〈, 1 + Adg 2〉 = 0
because Gqe acts trivially on k0 ⊕ k1, k2 is Gqe -invariant, and m0 = (k1 ⊕ k2)◦. The
same type of proof holds for m1. 
Recall from Section 2.3 that ker I(qe) = gqe = k0. In particular, I(qe)k0 = {0}. The
value of I(qe) on the other summands in the decomposition g = k0 ⊕ k1 ⊕ k2 is given
by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. For i ∈ {1, 2} we have that mi = I(qe)ki .
Proof. Let i ∈ ki with i ∈ {0, 1, 2} be arbitrary. Then
〈I(qe)1,0 + 2〉 = 〈I(qe)1,0〉 + 〈I(qe)1,2〉 = 〈I(qe)0,1〉 + 〈I(qe)1,2〉 = 0
as ker I(qe) = k0 and, by Proposition 5.1 (ii), I(qe)t ⊂ k◦2. This proves that I(qe)k1 ⊂
m1. Counting dimensions we have that dim I(qe)k1 = dim k1 − dim ker
(
I(qe)|k1
) =
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dim g − dim k0 − dim k2 = dimm1, since ker
(
I(qe)|k1
) = {0}. This proves that m1 =
I(qe)k1. In an analogous way we prove the equality for i = 2. 
In the next paragraph we shall need the direct sum decomposition g∗ = m1 ⊕ m,
where m1 = I(qe)t and m := m0 ⊕ m2. Let 1 : g∗ → I(qe)t be the projection
along m. Similarly, denote k := k1 ⊕ k2 and write g = gqe ⊕ k. Thus there is another
decomposition of g∗, namely, g∗ = g◦qe⊕k◦. However, for any  ∈ gqe and any  ∈ g, we
have 〈I(qe), 〉 = 〈〈Q(qe), Q(qe)〉〉 = 0 since Q(qe) = 0, which shows that I(qe)g ⊂
g◦qe . Since ker I(qe) = gqe , it follows that dim I(qe)g = dim g − dim ker I(qe) =
dim g − dim gqe = dim g◦qe , which shows that g◦qe = I(qe)g. Thus we also have the
direct sum decomposition g∗ = I(qe)g⊕ k◦. Note that I(qe)g = m1 ⊕m2, by Lemma
5.5 and that m0 = k◦. Summarizing we have:
g∗ = m0 ⊕m1 ⊕m2 = k◦ ⊕ I(qe)g, where I(qe)g = m1 ⊕m2 and m0 = k◦.
5.3. The rescaled equation
In this subsection we shall set up the bifurcation problem that will be studied in
detail later on.
Recall that B ⊂ (g ·qe)⊥ is a Gqe -invariant open neighborhood of 0qe ∈ (g ·qe)⊥ such
that on the open G-invariant neighborhood G·Expqe (B) of G·qe, we have (Gqe)  (Gq)
for every q ∈ G · Expqe (B). Consider the following rescaling:
vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e} → vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e}
 ∈ g∗ → (,) ∈ g∗
where,  ∈ I , I is an open interval containing [0, 1], and  : I × g∗ → g∗ is chosen
such that (0,) = 1. So, for (vqe ,) ﬁxed, (vqe ,(,)) converges to (0qe ,1)
as  → 0. Deﬁne
(,) := 1+ ′()+ 2′′()
for some arbitrary smooth functions ′,′′ : g∗ → g∗. Since I is invertible only for
points with no symmetry, we want to ﬁnd conditions on ′, ′′ such that the expression
I(Expqe (vqe ))
−1(,) (5.1)
extends to a smooth function in a neighborhood of  = 0. Note that vqe is different
from 0qe since Gvqe = {e} by construction and G0qe = Gqe = {e}. Deﬁne
 : I × (B ∩ (TqeQ){e})× g∗ × gqe × k→ g∗
(, vqe ,, , ) := I(Expqe (vqe ))(+ )− (,). (5.2)
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Now we search for the velocity  +  of relative equilibria among the solutions of
(, vqe ,, , ) = 0. We shall prove below that  and  are smooth functions of ,
vqe , , even at  = 0. Then (5.1) shows that +  is a smooth function of , vqe , ,
for  in a small neighborhood of zero.
5.4. The Lyapunov–Schmidt procedure
To solve  = 0 we apply the standard Lyapunov–Schmidt method. This equation
has a unique solution for  = 0, because vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e} so I(Expqe (vqe )) is
invertible. It remains to prove that the equation has a solution when  = 0. Denote by
Dgqe×k the Fréchet derivative relative to the last two factors gqe × k in the deﬁnition of
. We have
kerDgqe×k(0, vqe ,, , ) = ker I(qe) = gqe .
We will solve the equation  = 0 in two steps. For this, let
 : g∗ → I(qe)g
be the projection induced by the splitting g∗ = I(qe)g⊕ k◦.
Step 1: Solve  ◦  = 0 for  in terms of , vqe , , . For this, let
Î(Expqe (vqe )) := ( ◦ I)(Expqe (vqe ))|k : k→ I(qe)g
∼
I(Expqe (vqe )) := ( ◦ I)(Expqe (vqe ))|gqe : gqe → I(qe)g
where Î(Expqe (vqe )) is an isomorphism even when  = 0. Then we obtain
( ◦ )(0, vqe ,, , ) = [I(qe)(+ )− (0,)] = Î(qe)−1. (5.3)
Denoting  := Î(qe)−1(1), we have ( ◦ )(0, vqe ,, , ) ≡ 0. Denoting by D
the partial Fréchet derivative relative to the variable  ∈ k we get at any given point
(0, v0qe ,
0, 0, 0)
D( ◦ )(0, v0qe ,0, 0, 0) = Î(qe) (5.4)
which is invertible. Thus the implicit function theorem gives a unique smooth function
(, vqe ,, ) such that (0, v0qe ,
0, 0) = 0 and
( ◦ )(, vqe ,, , (, vqe ,, )) ≡ 0. (5.5)
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The function  is deﬁned in some open set in I×(B ∩ (TqeQ){e})×g∗×gqe containing
(0, v0qe ,
0, 0) ∈ {0} × (B ∩ (TqeQ){e}) × g∗ × gqe . If we now choose 0 = 0 =
Î(qe)
−1(10), then uniqueness of the solution of the implicit function theorem implies
that (0, vqe ,, ) =  in the neighborhood of (0, v0qe ,0, 0). Later we will need the
following result.
Proposition 5.6. We have  := Î(qe)−1(1) ∈ k1 ⊂ t.
Proof. Since we can write t = ker I(qe)⊕ k1 we obtain
Î(qe)k1 = ( ◦ I(qe))k1 = I(qe)k1 = I(qe)(t) = Im1.
Now, because Î(qe) is an isomorphism, it follows that Î(qe)−1(1) ∈ k1. 
Step 2: Now we solve the equation (Id−) ◦  = 0. For this, let
 : I × (B ∩ (TqeQ){e})× g∗ × gqe → k◦
(, vqe ,, ) := (Id−)(, vqe ,, , (, vqe ,, )). (5.6)
In particular, (0, vqe ,, ) = (Id−)(I(qe)(+)−1). Since Im I(qe) = Im and
Im1 = I(qe)t ⊂ I(qe)g, it follows that (0, vqe ,, ) ≡ 0. We shall solve for  ∈ gqe ,
in the neighborhood of (0, v0qe ,
0, 0) found in Step 1, the equation (, vqe ,, ) = 0.
To do this, we shall need information about the higher derivatives of  with respect
to , evaluated at  = 0.
Lemma 5.7. Let ,  ∈ g and q ∈ Q. Suppose that dV(q) = 0, where V is the
augmented potential and suppose that both  and [, ] belong to gq . Then d〈I(·), 〉
(q) = 0.
Proof. Since dV(q) = 0, Q(q) is a relative equilibrium by Proposition 3.3, that is,
XH(q) = T ∗Q(q), where q = FL(Q(q)). Now suppose that both , [, ] ∈ gq .
Then
T ∗Q(q) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
FL(exp(t) · Q(q)) = FL([, ]Q(q)) = 0,
where we have used that g · Q(q) = (Adg )Q(g · q). It follows that (+ )T ∗Q(q) =
XH(q) and hence, again by Proposition 3.3, that 0 = dV+(q) = dV(q)−d〈I(·), 〉
(q)− 12d‖Q(·)‖2(q). However, d‖Q(·)‖2(q) = 0 since  ∈ gq , as an easy coordinate
computation shows. Since dV(q) = 0 by hypothesis, we have d〈I(·), 〉(q) = 0.
Symmetry of I(q) proves the result. 
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Let now  ∈ gqe and  ∈ t. Since gqe ⊂ t, we have [, ] = 0 ∈ gqe . In addition,
hypothesis (H) and Proposition 3.3, guarantee that dV(qe) = 0 which shows that all
hypotheses of the previous lemma are satisﬁed. Therefore,
d〈I(·), 〉(qe) = 0 for  ∈ gqe ,  ∈ t. (5.7)
5.5. The bifurcation equation
Now we can proceed with the study of equation  = (Id−) ◦  = 0. We have


(, vqe ,, ) = (Id−)
[
Tvqe (I ◦ Expqe )(vqe )(+ (, vqe ,, ))
+I(Expqe (vqe ))


(, vqe ,, )−


(,)
]
. (5.8)
Proposition 5.8. (0, vqe ,, ) ≡ −(Id−)′().
Proof. Formula (5.8) gives for  = 0


(0, vqe ,, ) = (Id−)
[ (
TqeI(vqe )
)
(+ )
+I(qe)  (0, vqe ,, )−


(0,)
]
.
Now, because Im I(qe) = Im we obtain (Id − ) ◦ I(qe) = 0 and hence the sec-
ond summand vanishes. From (5.7) we have that (TqeI(vqe ))(t) ⊂ g◦qe = Im. Us-
ing Proposition 5.6 and since  ∈ gqe ⊂ t, we obtain that  +  ∈ t. Therefore
(Id −)[(TqeI(vqe ))( + )] = 0. Since /(0,) = ′(), we obtain the desired
equality. 
Let us impose the additional condition ′() ⊂ Im. Then it follows that
(, vqe ,, ) = 2(, vqe ,, )
for some smooth function  where
(0, vqe ,, ) =
1
2
2
2
(0, vqe ,, ).
We begin by solving the equation
(0, vqe ,, ) = 0
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for  as a function of vqe and . Equivalently, we have to solve
1
2
2
2
(0, vqe ,, ) = 0.
To compute this second derivative of  we shall use (5.8). We begin by noting that
 ∈ I → Tvqe (I ◦ Expqe )(vqe ) is a smooth path in L(g, g∗) and so we can deﬁne the
linear operator from g to g∗ by
Avqe :=


∣∣∣∣
=0
Tvqe (I ◦ Expqe )(vqe ) ∈ L(g, g∗).
With this notation, formulas (5.8), (5.2), (5.6), and Proposition 5.6 yield
2
2
(0, vqe ,, ) = (Id−)
[
Avqe (+ )+ 2TqeI(vqe )


(0, vqe ,, )
+I(qe) 
2
2
(0, vqe ,, )− 2′′()
]
= (Id−)
[
Avqe (+ )+ 2TqeI(vqe )


(0, vqe ,, )− 2′′()
]
(5.9)
since (Id−)I(qe) 2/2 (0, vqe ,, ) = 0. Let {1, . . . , p} be a basis of gqe . Since
2(, vqe ,, )/2 ∈ k◦ and g = gqe ⊕ k, the equation 2(0, vqe ,, )/2 = 0 is
equivalent to the following system of p equations:
〈
2
2
(0, vqe ,, ), b
〉
= 0 for all b = 1, . . . , p,
which, by (5.9), is〈
(Id−)
[
Avqe (+ )+ 2TqeI(vqe )


(0, vqe ,, )− 2′′()
]
, b
〉
= 0
for all b = 1, . . . , p.
We shall show that in this expression we can drop the projector Id − . Indeed,
let  = 0 + 1 + 2 ∈ g∗ = m0 ⊕ m1 ⊕ m2, where i ∈ mi , for i = 0, 1, 2.
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Since  : g∗ → I(qe)g = m1 ⊕m2, we have
〈(Id−), b〉 = 〈, b〉 − 〈1, b〉 − 〈2, b〉 = 〈, b〉
because 〈1, b〉 = 0, since 1 ∈ m1 = (k0 ⊕ k2)◦, b ∈ gqe = k0, and 〈2, b〉 = 0,
since 2 ∈ m2 = (k0 ⊕ k1)◦, b ∈ gqe = k0. The system to be solved is hence〈
Avqe (+ )+ 2TqeI(vqe )


(0, vqe ,, )− 2′′(), b
〉
= 0
for all b = 1, . . . , p. (5.10)
In what follows we need the expression for /(0, vqe ,, ). Differentiating (5.5)
relative to  at zero and taking into account (5.4) and (5.2), we get


(0, vqe ,, ) = −̂I(qe)−1


( ◦ )(0, vqe ,, , )
= −̂I(qe)−1
[
TqeI(vqe )(+ )− ′()
]
= −
(̂
I(qe)
−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
)
−
(̂
I(qe)
−1 ◦ TqêI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1
)
(1)+ Î(qe)−1(′()) (5.11)
since Tqe
∼
I = ◦TqeI|gqe and TqêI = ◦TqeI|k. Expanding  in the basis {1, . . . , p}
as  = ii and taking into account the above expression, system (5.10) is equivalent
to the following system of linear equations in the unknowns 1, . . . , p:
Aaba + Bb = 0, a, b = 1, . . . , p,
where
Aab :=
〈
Avqe a, b
〉− 2 〈(TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ Tqe ∼I(vqe )) a, b〉 (5.12)
Bb :=
〈(
Avqe ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦1
)
, b
〉
−2
〈(
TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ TqêI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦1
)
, b
〉
+2
〈(
TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1
)
′(), b
〉
− 〈′′(), b〉 . (5.13)
Denote by A := [Aab] the p × p matrix with entries Aab. Thus, if vqe /∈ Z =: {vqe ∈
B ∩ (TqeQ){e} | det A = 0} this linear system has a unique solution for 1, . . . , p, that
is for , as function of vqe , . We shall denote this solution by 0(vqe ,).
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Summarizing, if vqe /∈ Z , then 0(vqe ,) is the unique solution of the equation
2
2
(0, vqe ,, ) = 0. (5.14)
Lemma 5.9. The set Z is closed and Gqe -invariant in B ∩ (TqeQ){e}.
Proof. The set Z is obviously closed. Since k is Gqe -invariant it follows that k◦ is
Gqe -invariant. Formula (2.1) shows that I(qe)g is also Gqe -invariant. Thus the direct
sum I(qe)g ⊕ k◦ is a Gqe -invariant decomposition of g∗ and therefore  : g∗ →
I(qe)g is Gqe -equivariant. From the Gqe -equivariance of Expqe and (2.1), it follows
that I(Expqe (h ·vqe )) = Ad∗h−1 ◦ I(Expqe (vqe ))◦Adh−1 . Therefore, I(Expqe (h ·vqe ))|gqe =
Ad∗
h−1 ◦ I(Expqe (vqe ))|gqe for any h ∈ Gqe since Gqe ⊂ T and hence Adh|gqe = id .
Thus
∼
I(Expqe (h · vqe )) =  ◦ I(Expqe (Tqeh · vqe ))|gqe =  ◦ Ad∗h−1 ◦ I(Expqe (vqe ))|gqe
= Ad∗
h−1 ◦ ◦ I(Expqe (vqe ))|gqe = Ad∗h−1 ◦
∼
I(Expqe (vqe ))
for all h ∈ Gqe and vqe ∈ B. Replacing here vqe by svqe and taking the s-derivative at
zero shows that Tqe
∼
I(h · vqe ) = Ad∗h−1
(
Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
)
for any h ∈ Gqe and  ∈ gqe ,
that is, Tqe
∼
I(vqe ) is Gqe -equivariant as a function of vqe , for all  ∈ gqe . Similarly
TqeI(h · vqe ) = Ad∗h−1 ◦ TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Adh−1 . From (2.1) and the deﬁnition of Î(qe)−1, it
follows that Î(qe)−1 = Adh ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ Ad∗h for any h ∈ Gqe . Thus, for h ∈ Gqe , the
second summand in Aab becomes〈(
TqeI(h · vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(h · vqe )
)
a, b
〉
=
〈(
Ad∗
h−1 ◦ TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Adh−1 ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ Ad∗h−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
)
a, b
〉
=
〈(
Ad∗
h−1 ◦ TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
)
a, b
〉
=
〈(
TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
)
a,Adh−1 b
〉
=
〈(
TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
)
a, b
〉
since Adh−1 b = b because h ∈ Gqe and b ∈ gqe . This shows that the second
summand in Aab is Gqe -invariant. Next, we show that the ﬁrst summand in Aab is
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Gqe -invariant. To see this note that
〈
Avqe a, b
〉 = 

∣∣∣∣
=0
〈
Tvqe (I ◦ Expqe )(vqe )a, b
〉
= 
2
2
∣∣∣∣∣
=0
〈
I(Expqe (vqe ))a, b
〉
.
Therefore, for any h ∈ Gqe we get from (2.1)
〈
Ah·vqe a, b
〉 = 2
2
∣∣∣∣∣
=0
〈
I(Expqe (h · vqe ))a, b
〉
= 
2
2
∣∣∣∣∣
=0
〈
I(h · Expqe (vqe ))a, b
〉
= 
2
2
∣∣∣∣∣
=0
〈
Ad∗
h−1I(Expqe (vqe ))Adh−1 a, b
〉
= 
2
2
∣∣∣∣∣
=0
〈
I(Expqe (vqe ))Adh−1 a,Adh−1 b
〉
= 
2
2
∣∣∣∣∣
=0
〈
I(Expqe (vqe ))a, b
〉 = 〈Avqe a, b〉 ,
as required. 
Proposition 5.10. The equation (, vqe ,, ) = 0 for (, vqe ,, ) ∈ I ×
(
B ∩ (Tqe
Q){e} \ Z
)× g∗ × gqe has a unique smooth solution (, vqe ,) ∈ gqe for (, vqe ,) ∈
I × (B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \ Z)× g∗.
Proof. Denote by D the Fréchet derivative relative to the variable  ∈ gqe . Recall
that 0(vqe ,) ∈ gqe is the unique solution of the equation 2/2(0, vqe ,, ) = 0.
Formulas (5.9) and (5.11) yield
2
2
(0, vqe ,, )
= (Id−)
[
Avqe (+ )− 2
(
TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
)

− 2
(
TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ TqêI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1
)
(1)
+ 2
(
TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1
)
(′())− 2′′()
]
(5.15)
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and hence
D
2
2
(0, vqe ,, 0(vqe ,))
= (Id−)
[
Avqe |gqe − 2TqeI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
]
: gqe → k◦.
We shall prove that this linear map is injective. To see this, note that relative to the
basis {1, . . . , p} of gqe this linear operator has matrix A by (5.12). Thus, if vqe /∈ Z ,
this matrix is invertible. In particular, this linear operator is injective.
Since g = gqe ⊕ k, it follows that dim gqe = dim g− dim k = dim k◦, so the injectiv-
ity of the map D(
2/2)(0, v0qe ,
0, 0(v0qe ,
0)) implies that it is an isomorphism.
Therefore, if vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \ Z is near v0qe , the implicit function theorem, guar-
antees the existence of an open neighborhood V0 ⊂ I × (B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \ Z) × g∗
containing (0, v0qe ,
0) ∈ {0} × (B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \Z)× g∗ and of a unique smooth func-
tion  : V0 → gqe satisfying (, vqe ,, (, vqe ,)) = 0 such that (0, v0qe ,0) =
0(v0qe ,
0). On the other hand, for  = 0, the equation (, vqe ,, ·) = 0 has a
unique solution for , namely the gqe -component of I(Expqq (vqe ))
−1(,), which is
a smooth function of , vqe ,. This is true since  +  = I(Expqq (vqe ))−1(,) by
construction and we determined the two components  ∈ gqe and  ∈ k in g = gqe ⊕ k
via the Lyapunov–Schmidt method, precisely in order that this equality be satisﬁed.
Therefore, the solution (, vqe ,) obtained above by the implicit function theorem
must coincide with the gqe -component of I(Expqq (vqe ))
−1(,) for  > 0. Since this
entire argument involving the Lyapunov–Schmidt procedure was carried out for any
(v0qe ,
0), it follows that the equation (, vqe ,, ) = 0 has a unique smooth solution
(, vqe ,) ∈ gqe for (, vqe ,) ∈ I × (B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \ Z)× g∗. 
Remark 5.11. The previous proposition says that if we deﬁne
(, vqe ,) = I(Expqe (vqe ))−1(,)
on (I \ {0}) × (B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \ Z) × g∗, then (, vqe ,) can be smoothly extended
for  = 0. We have, in fact, (, vqe ,) = (, vqe ,)+ (, vqe ,, (, vqe ,)), where
(, vqe ,, ) was found in the ﬁrst step of the Lyapunov–Schmidt procedure and
(, vqe ,) in the second step, as given in Proposition 5.10. Note also that (0, vqe ,) =
0(vqe ,)+ Î(qe)−11 ∈ t.
5.6. A simpliﬁed version of the amended potential criterion
At this point we have a candidate for a bifurcating branch from the set of relative
equilibria t·qe. This branch will start at (0, vqe ,)Q(qe) ∈ t·qe ⊂ TqeQ. By Lemma 5.2,
the isotropy subgroup of (0, vqe ,)Q(qe) equals Gqe , for any vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \Z
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and  ∈ g∗. The isotropy groups of the points on the curve (, vqe ,)Q(Expqe (vqe )),
for  = 0, are all trivial, by construction. Hence (, vqe ,)Q(Expqe (vqe )) is a curve
that has the properties of the bifurcating branch of relative equilibria with broken sym-
metry that we are looking for. We do not know yet that all points on this curve
are in fact relative equilibria. Thus, we shall search for conditions on vqe and 
that guarantee that each point on the curve  → (, vqe ,)Q(Expqe (vqe )) is a rel-
ative equilibrium. This will be done by using the amended potential criterion (see
Proposition 3.4) which is applicable because all base points of this curve, namely
Expqe (vqe ), have trivial isotropy for  = 0.
To carry this out, we need some additional geometric information. From standard
theory of proper Lie group actions (see e.g. [4,7], or Section 2.3) it follows that the
map
[vqe ,]Gqe ∈ (B × g∗)/Gqe −→ [Expqe (vqe ),]G ∈ ((G · ExpqeB)× g∗)/G (5.16)
is a homeomorphism of (B×g∗)/Gqe with ((G·ExpqeB)×g∗)/G and that its restriction
to ((B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \ Z) × g∗)/Gqe is a diffeomorphism onto its image. We think of
a pair (Expqe (vqe ),) as the base point of a relative equilibrium and its momentum
value. All these relative equilibria come in G-orbits. The homeomorphism (5.16) allows
the identiﬁcation of G-orbits of relative equilibria with Gqe -orbits of certain pairs
(vqe ,). We shall work in what follows on both sides of this identiﬁcation, based on
convenience. We will need the following lemma, which is a special case of stability of
the transversality of smooth maps (see e.g. [5]).
Lemma 5.12. Let G be a Lie group acting on a Riemannian manifold Q, q ∈ Q, and
let k ⊂ g be a subspace satisfying k∩ gq = {0}. Let V ⊂ TqQ be a subspace such that
k · q ⊕ V = TqQ. Then there is an  > 0 such that if ‖vq‖ < ,
TExpq (vq )Q = k · Expq(vq)⊕ (TvqExpq)V .
To deal with G-orbits of relative equilibria, we need a different splitting of the same
nature. The following result is modeled on a proposition in [6].
Proposition 5.13. Let vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \ Z be given. Consider the principal Gqe -
bundle B∩(TqeQ){e} \Z → [B∩(TqeQ){e} \Z]/Gqe (this is implied by Lemma 5.9). Let
U˜ be a neighborhood of [0qe ] ∈ (TqeQ)/Gqe and deﬁne the open set U := U˜ ∩ [B ∩
(TqeQ){e} \Z]/Gqe in [B∩(TqeQ){e} \Z]/Gqe . Let  : U ⊂ [B∩(TqeQ){e})\Z]/Gqe →
B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \Z be a smooth section, [vqe ] ∈ U , and  := Expqe ◦  : U → Q. Then
there exists  > 0 such that for 0 <  <  sufﬁciently small, we have
T([vqe ])Q = t · ([vqe ])⊕ T[vqe ](T[vqe ]U)
⊕ (T([vqe ])Expqe )(k2 · qe).
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Proof. Since g = k0⊕ k1⊕ k2 and k0 = gqe we have TqeQ = k1 · qe ⊕ k2 · qe ⊕ (g · qe)⊥.
Apply the above lemma with k = k1 and V = k2 · qe ⊕ (g · qe)⊥. For the  > 0 in the
statement choose  such that 0 <  <  and ‖([vqe ])‖ < . Then
T([vqe ])Q = k1 · ([vqe ])⊕ (T([vqe ])Expqe )(k2 · qe ⊕ (g · qe)⊥)
= k1 · ([vqe ])⊕ (T([vqe ])Expqe )((g · qe)⊥)
⊕ (T([vqe ])Expqe )(k2 · qe) (5.17)
since Expqe is a diffeomorphism on B ⊂ (g · qe)⊥. Since (, U) is a smooth local
section, Z is closed and Gqe -invariant in B∩ (TqeQ){e}, and (TqeQ){e} is open in TqeQ,
it follows that B ∩ (TqeQ){e} is open in (g · qe)⊥ and thus we get
(g · qe)⊥ = T([vqe ])(B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \ Z) = T[vqe ](T[vqe ]U)⊕ k0 · ([vqe ]),
where k0 ·([vqe ]) = {TqeQ(([vqe ]) |  ∈ k0}. The Gqe -equivariance of Expqe implies
that
TuqeExpqe (TqeQ(uqe )) = Q(Expqe (uqe )) for all  ∈ k0, uqe ∈ TqeQ
and hence
(T([vqe ])Expqe )((g · qe)⊥)
= (T([vqe ])Expqe ◦ T[vqe ])(T[vqe ]U)⊕ (T([vqe ])Expqe )(k0 · ([vqe ]))
= T[vqe ](T[vqe ]U)⊕ k0 · ([vqe ]). (5.18)
Introducing (5.18) in (5.17) and taking into account that t = k0⊕k1 we get the statement
of the proposition. 
We want to ﬁnd pairs (vqe ,) such that dV(,)(Expqe (vqe )) = 0 for  > 0. Since
V(,) is G(,)-invariant, this condition will hold if we only verify it on a subspace
of TExpqe (vqe )Q complementary to g(,) · Expqe (vqe ) = t · Expqe (vqe ). The previous
decomposition of the tangent space immediately yields the following result.
Corollary 5.14. Suppose that  ∈ g∗ is such that g(,) = t for all  in a neighborhood
of zero. Let U and  be as in Proposition 5.13, [vqe ] ∈ U , and  := Expqe◦. Then there
is an  > 0 such that dV(,)(([vqe ])) = 0 if and only if d(V(,) ◦ )([vqe ]) = 0
and d(V(,) ◦ Expqe )(([vqe ]))|k2·qe = 0 for 0 <  < .
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5.7. The study of two auxiliary functions
In this technical subsection we shall blow up the amended potential in order to be
able to extend it also at the value  = 0. This will be done by introducing two auxiliary
functions whose properties we shall investigate below.
Let I be an open interval containing zero. Recall that p = dim gqe = dim m0. Let ϑ1
be an element of a basis {ϑ1,ϑ2, . . . ,ϑp} for m0 and deﬁne  : (I \{0})×(m1⊕m2)→
g∗ by
(,) = 1+ 2+ 2ϑ1,
where 1 : g∗ → m1 = I(qe)t and 2 : g∗ → m2 = t◦. Notice that this function is a
particular case of
(,) = 1+ ′()+ 2′′(),
by choosing ′() = 2 and ′′() = ϑ1. Recall that I(qe) = m1 ⊕ m2 by
Lemma 5.5 and that JL(g · qe) = I(qe)g from the deﬁnition of JL.
Theorem 5.15. The smooth function F1 : I × U × JL(g · qe)→ R deﬁned by
F1(, [vqe ],) := (V(,) ◦ )([vqe ])
can be extended to a smooth function on I × U × JL(g · qe), also denoted by F1. In
addition
F1(, [vqe ],) = F0()+ 2F(, [vqe ],),
where F0, F are deﬁned on JL(g · qe) and on I × U × JL(g · qe) respectively.
Proof. Denote vqe := ([vqe ]) ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \ Z . One can easily see that
(V(,) ◦ )([vqe ]) = V (Expqe (vqe ))
+ 12
〈
(,), I(Expqe (vqe ))
−1(,)
〉
.
By Remark 5.11, the second term is smooth even in a neighborhood of  = 0.
Since the ﬁrst term is obviously smooth, it follows that V(,) ◦  is smooth also
in a neighborhood of  = 0. This is the smooth extension of F1 in the statement.
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Let {1, . . . , p} be a basis for gqe ⊂ t. Then, again by Remark 5.11, we have
I(Expqe (vqe ))
−1(,)
=
p∑
a=1
a(, vqe ,)a + 
(
, vqe ,,
p∑
a=1
a(, vqe ,)a
)
,
where 1, . . . , p,  are smooth real functions of all their arguments. In what follows
we will denote

(
, vqe ,,
p∑
a=1
a(, vqe ,)a
)
= (, vqe ,, 1(, vqe ,), . . . , p(, vqe ,)).
Let  ∈ JL(g · qe) = m1 ⊕ m2 and vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e}\Z . Since, in the compu-
tations that follow, the arguments vqe and  play the role of parameters, we shall
denote temporarily a() = a(, vqe ,), a ∈ {1, . . . , p}, and (, 1, . . . , p) =
(, vqe ,, 1(, vqe ,), . . . , p(, vqe ,)). Then by (5.11) we get


(0, 1, . . . , p) = −
p∑
a=1
a
(̂
I(qe)
−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
)
a
−
(̂
I(qe)
−1 ◦ TqêI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1
)
1+ Î(qe)−12.
Formula (5.3) shows that

a
(0, 1, . . . , p) = 0.
Note that
V(,)(Expqe (vqe ))
∣∣
=0 = V (qe)+
1
2
〈
1, Î(qe)−11
〉
is independent of vqe . This shows that F1(0, [vqe ],) = F0() for some smooth function
on m1 ⊕m2. Using Remark 5.11, we get
d
d
∣∣∣∣
=0
V(,)(Expqe (vqe ))
= dV (qe)(vqe )+
1
2
〈
2,
p∑
a=1
a(0)a + (0, 1, . . . , p)
〉
+1
2
〈
1,
p∑
a=1
a

(0)
(
a + a (0, 1, . . . , p)
)
+ 

(0, 1, . . . , p)
〉
.
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The ﬁrst term dV (qe) = 0 by Proposition 5.1 (i). Since (0, vqe ,, ) =  =
Î(qe)
−11 ∈ t by Proposition 5.6, we get
p∑
a=1
a(0)a + (0, 1, . . . , p) =
p∑
a=1
a(0)a + Î(qe)−11 ∈ t.
Thus the second term vanishes because m2 = t◦. As /a(0, 1, . . . , p) = 0 and
m1 annihilates gqe , the third term becomes〈
1,


(0, 1, . . . , p)
〉
= −
p∑
a=1
a
〈
1,
(̂
I(qe)
−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
)
a
〉
−
〈
1,
(̂
I(qe)
−1 ◦ TqêI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1
)
1
〉
+
〈
1, Î(qe)−12
〉
.
We will prove that each summand in this expression vanishes.
• Since 〈m0, k1〉 = 0, we get〈
1,
(̂
I(qe)
−1 ◦ Tqe
∼
I(vqe )
)
a
〉
=
〈
Tqe
∼
I(vqe )a, Î(qe)
−11
〉
=
〈
TqeI(vqe )a, Î(qe)
−11
〉
= d
〈
I(·)a, 
〉
(qe)(vqe ) = 0
by (5.7) because a ∈ gqe and  ∈ t. Thus the ﬁrst summand vanishes.• The second summand equals〈
1,
(̂
I(qe)
−1 ◦ TqêI(vqe ) ◦ Î(qe)−1
)
1
〉
=
〈
TqêI(vqe ), 
〉
=
〈
TqeI(vqe ), 
〉
because 〈m0, k1〉 = 0. We shall prove that this term vanishes in the following way.
Recall that  ∈ k1 ⊂ t. For any  ∈ t, hypothesis (H) states that Q(qe) is a
relative equilibrium and thus, by the augmented potential criterion (see
Proposition 3.3), dV(qe) = 0. Since
dV(qe)(uqe ) = dV (qe)(uqe )− 12
〈
TqeI(uqe ), 
〉
for any uqe ∈ TqeQ and dV (qe) = 0 by Proposition 5.1 (i), it follows that
〈
TqeI(uqe ),

〉 = 0. Thus the second summand vanishes.
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• The third summand is 〈
1, Î(qe)−12
〉
= 〈2, 〉 = 0
because m2 = t◦.
So, we ﬁnally conclude that
d
d
∣∣∣∣
=0
V(,)(Expqe (vqe )) = 0
and hence, by Taylor’s theorem, we have
F1(, [vqe ],) = F0()+ 2F(, [vqe ],)
for some smooth function F. 
Theorem 5.16. The smooth function G1 : (I \ {0})× U × JL(g · qe)→ k∗2 deﬁned by〈
G1(, [vqe ],), 
〉 = d(V(,) ◦ Expqe )(([vqe ])) (Q(qe)) ,  ∈ k2,
can be smoothly extended to a function on I ×U × JL(g · qe), also denoted by G1. In
addition,
G1(, [vqe ],) = G(, [vqe ],)
where G : I × U × JL(g · qe)→ k∗2 is a smooth function.
Proof. We will show that G1 is a smooth function at  = 0 and that G1(0, [vqe ],) = 0.
Let vqe = ([vqe ]). Then〈
G1(, [vqe ],), 
〉
= dV(,)
(
Expqe (vqe )
) (
TvqeExpqe
(
Q(qe)
))
= dV (Expqe (vqe ))
(
TvqeExpqe
(
Q(qe)
))
+ 12
〈
(,), TExpqe (vqe )(I(·)−1)
(
TvqeExpqe
(
Q(qe)
))
(,)
〉
= dV (Expqe (vqe )) (TvqeExpqe (Q(qe)))− 12 〈(,),[
I(Expqe (vqe ))
−1 ◦ TExpqe (vqe )I
(
TvqeExpqe
(
Q(qe)
))
◦I(Expqe (vqe ))−1
]
(,)
〉
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= dV (Expqe (vqe )) (TvqeExpqe (Q(qe)))
−1
2
〈
(, vqe ,), TExpqe (vqe )I
(
TvqeExpqe
(
Q(qe)
))
(, vqe ,)
〉
,
where (, vqe ,) := I−1((Expqe (vqe ))(,). Since (, vqe ,) is smooth in all vari-
ables also at  = 0 by Remark 5.11, it follows that 〈G1(, [vqe ],), 〉 is a smooth
function of all its variables. Its expression at  = 0 equals
〈G1(0, [vqe ],), 〉
= dV (qe)(Q(qe))− 12
〈
(0, vqe ,), TqeI
(
Q(qe)
)
(0, vqe ,)
〉
= dV (qe)(Q(qe))− 12
〈
(I(qe)[(0, vqe ,), ], (0, vqe ,)
〉
− 12
〈
I(qe)(0, vqe ,), [(0, vqe ,), ]
〉
= dV (qe)(Q(qe))−
〈
I(qe)(0, vqe ,), [(0, vqe ,), ]
〉
by (2.3). Since V is G-invariant it follows that dV (qe)(Q(qe)) = 0. Since (0, vqe ,) =
(0, vqe ,)+ ∈ gqe⊕k1 = t (see Remark 5.11) it follows that [(0, vqe ,), ] ∈ [t, g].
By Proposition 5.1 (ii), we have I(qe)t ⊂ [g, t]◦ and hence the second term above also
vanishes. Thus we get 〈G1(0, [vqe ],), 〉 = 0 for any  ∈ k2, that is, G1(0, [vqe ],) = 0
which proves the theorem. 
5.8. Bifurcating branches of relative equilibria with trivial symmetry
With all the technical results obtained so far, we return now to the original bifurcation
problem and look for families of branches along which the symmetry is trivial.
Let (Q, 〈〈·, ·〉〉Q, V,G) be a simple mechanical G-system, with G a compact Lie
group with the Lie algebra g. Let qe ∈ Q be a symmetric point whose isotropy group
Gqe is contained in a maximal torus T of G. Denote by t ⊂ g the Lie algebra of
T. Let B ⊂ (g · qe)⊥ be a Gqe -invariant open neighborhood of 0qe ∈ (g · qe)⊥ such
that the exponential map is injective on B and for any q ∈ G · Expqe (B) the isotropy
subgroup Gq is conjugate to a (not necessarily proper) subgroup of Gqe . Deﬁne the
closed Gqe -invariant subset Z0 =: {vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ){e} | detA = 0}, where 0 ∈
m1 ⊕m2 is arbitrarily chosen and the entries of the matrix A are given in (5.12). Let
U ⊂ [B ∩ (TqeQ){e} \ Z0 ]/Gqe be open and consider the functions F and G given in
Theorems 5.15 and 5.16. Deﬁne Gi : I × U × (m1 ⊕m2)→ R by
Gi(, [vqe ],1 + 2) := 〈G(, [vqe ],1 + 2), i〉,
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where {i | i = 1, . . . , dim k2} is a basis for k2. Choose ([vqe ],1+2) ∈ U×(m1⊕m2)
such that
F
u
(0, [vqe ],1 + 2) = 0,
where the partial derivative is taken relative to the variable u ∈ U . Deﬁne the matrix
([vqe ],1,2) :=

2F
u2
(0, [vqe ],1 + 2)
2F
2u
(0, [vqe ],1 + 2)
Gi
u
(0, [vqe ],1 + 2)
Gi
2
(0, [vqe ],1 + 2)
 ,
where the partial derivatives are evaluated at  = 0, [vqe ], = 1 + 2. Here /2
denotes the partial derivative with respect to the m2-component 2 of . In the frame-
work and the notations introduced above we will state and prove the main result of
this section. Let  : TQ → (TQ)/G be the canonical projection and Re := (t · qe).
Theorem 5.17. Assume the following:
(H) every vqe ∈ t · qe is a relative equilibrium.
If there is a point ([v0qe ],01 + 02) ∈ U × (m1 ⊕m2) such that
(1) Fu (0, [v0qe ],01 + 02) = 0,
(2) Gi(0, [v0qe ],01 + 02) = 0(3) ([v0qe ],01,02) is non-degenerate,
then there exists a family of continuous curves 1([v0qe ],01,02) : [0, 1] → (TQ)/G pa-
rameterized by 1 in a small neighborhood V0 of 01 consisting of classes of relative
equilibria with trivial isotropy on 1([v0qe ],01,02)(0, 1) satisfying
Im 1(
[v0qe ],01,02
) ⋂Re = {1([v0qe ],01,02)(0)
}
and 1([v0qe ],01,02)(0) = [Q(qe)], where  = Î(qe)
−11 ∈ t.
For 1,′1 ∈ V0 with 1 = ′1, where V0 is as above, these branches do not intersect,
that is, {
1(
[v0qe ],01,02
)()
∣∣∣∣  ∈ [0, 1]}⋂{′1([v0qe ],01,02)()
∣∣∣∣  ∈ [0, 1]} = .
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Suppose that ([v0qe ],01,02) = ([v1qe ],11,12).
(i) If 01 = 11 then the families of relative equilibria do not intersect, that is,{
1(
[v0qe ],01,02
)()
∣∣∣∣ (,1) ∈ [0, 1] × V0}⋂{

′1
([v1qe ],11,12)
()
∣∣∣ (,′1) ∈ [0, 1] × V1} = ,
where V0 and V1 are two small neighborhoods of 01 and 11 respectively such that
V0 ∩ V1 = .
(ii) If 01 = 11 =  and [v0qe ] = [v1qe ] then ([v0qe ],,02)(0) = 

([v1qe ],,12)
(0) and for  > 0
we have {
(
[v0qe ],,02
)()
∣∣∣∣  ∈ (0, 1]}⋂{([v1qe ],,12)()
∣∣∣∣  ∈ (0, 1]} = .
Proof. Let ([v0qe ],01 + 02) ∈ U × (m1 ⊕ m2) be such that the conditions 1–3 hold.
Because ([v0qe ],01+02) is non-degenerate, we can apply the implicit function theorem
for the system (F/u,Gi)(, [vqe ],1 + 2) = 0 around the point (0, [v0qe ],01 + 02)
and so we can ﬁnd an open neighborhood J × V0 of the point (0,01) in I ×m1 and
two functions u : J × V0 → U and 2 : J × V0 → m2 such that u(0,01) = [v0qe ],
2(0,01) = 02 and
(i) F
u
(, u(,1),1 + 2(,1)) = 0
(ii) Gi(, u(,1),1 + 2(,1)) = 0.
Therefore, from Theorems 5.15 and 5.16 it follows that the relative equilibrium con-
ditions of Corollary 5.14 are both satisﬁed. Thus we obtain the following family of
branches of relative equilibria [(( · u(,1)),(,1 + 2(,1)))]G parameterized
by 1 ∈ V0. For  > 0 the isotropy subgroup is trivial and for  = 0 the correspond-
ing points on the branches are [(([0qe ]),1]G = [qe,1]G which have the isotropy
subgroup equal to Gqe . This shows that there are points in Re from which there are
emerging branches of relative equilibria with broken trivial symmetry. Using now the
correspondence given by Proposition 5.3 and a rescaling of  we obtain the desired
family of continuous curves 1([v0qe ],01,02) : [0, 1] → (TQ)/G parameterized by 1 in a
small neighborhood V0 of 01 consisting of classes of relative equilibria with trivial
isotropy on 1([v0qe ],01,02)(0, 1) and such that
Im 1(
[v0qe ],01,02
) ⋂Re = {1([v0qe ],01,02)(0)}
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and 1([v0qe ],01,02)(0) = [Q(qe)], where  = Î(qe)
−11. Equivalently, using the identi-
ﬁcation given by (5.16) and by Proposition 5.3 we obtain that the branches of rela-
tive equilibria 1([v0qe ],01,02)() ∈ (TQ)/G are identiﬁed with [( · u(,1)),(,1 +
2(,1))]Gqe . It is easy to see that for 1 = ′1 we have that (,1 + 2(,1)) =
(′,′1 + 2(,′1)) for every , ′ ∈ [0, 1]. Using now the fact that Gqe acts trivially
on m1 we obtain{
1(
[v0qe ],01,02
)()
∣∣∣∣  ∈ [0, 1]}⋂{′1([v0qe ],01,02)()
∣∣∣∣  ∈ [0, 1]} = .
In an analogous way, using the same argument we can prove (i). For (ii) we start with
two branches of relative equilibria, b1(,) := [( · u(,)),(, + 2(,))]Gqe
and b2(′,) := [(′ · u′(′,)),(′, + 2(,))]Gqe . For  = ′ = 0 we have
b1(0,) = [0,]Gqe = b2(0,). We also have u(0,) = [v0qe ] = [v1qe ] = u′(0,) and
so, from the implicit function theorem, we obtain u(,) = u′(′,) for , ′ > 0 small
enough. Suppose that there exist , ′ > 0 such that b1(,) = b2(′,). Then using
the triviality of the Gqe -action on m0 we obtain that 20 = ′20 and consequently
 = ′. The conclusion of (ii) follows now by rescaling. 
Remark 5.18. We can have two particular forms for the rescaling  according to
special choices of the groups G and Gqe , respectively. (a) If G is a torus, then from
the splitting g = k0⊕ k1⊕ k2, where k0 = gqe , k0⊕ k1 = t, and k2 = [g, t], we conclude
that k2 = {0} (since g = t) and consequently m2 = {0}. In this case we will obtain
the special form for the rescaling  : I ×m1 → g∗, (,) = + 20. (b) If is Gqe
a maximal torus in G, so gqe = t, then the same splitting implies that k1 = {0} and
consequently m1 = {0}. In this case we will obtain the special form for the rescaling
 : I ×m2 → g∗, (,) = + 20.
6. Stability of the bifurcating branches of relative equilibria
In this section we shall study the stability of the branches of relative equilibria
found in the previous section. We will do this by applying a result of Patrick [16] on
G-stability to our situation. First we shortly review this result.
Deﬁnition 6.1. Let ze be a relative equilibrium with velocity e and J (ze) = e. We
say that ze is formally stable if d2(H − J e )(ze)|Tze J−1(e) is a positive or negative
deﬁnite quadratic form on some (and hence any) complement to ge ·ze in TzeJ−1(e).
We have the following criteria for formal stability.
Theorem 6.2 (Patrick, 1995). Let ze ∈ T ∗Q be a relative equilibrium with momentum
value e ∈ g∗ and base point qe ∈ Q. Assume that gqe = {0}. Then ze is formally
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stable if and only if d2Ve (qe) is positive deﬁnite on one (and hence any) complement
ge · qe in TqeQ.
To apply this theorem to our case in order to obtain the formal stability of the
relative equilibria on a bifurcating branch we proceed as follows. First notice that if
we ﬁx  ∈ m1⊕m2 and [vqe ] ∈ U as in Theorem 5.17, we obtain locally a branch of
relative equilibria with trivial isotropy bifurcating from our initial set. More precisely,
this branch starts at the point (̂
I(qe)
−11
)
Q
(qe).
The momentum values along this branch are (,), and for  = 0 the velocities
have the expression I(Expqe ((u(,1))
−1(,). The base points of this branch are
Expqe ((u(,1)). Recall from Corollary 5.14 that we introduced the notation  :=
Exp qe ◦ that will be used below. By the deﬁnition of (,) we have g(,) = t for
all , even for  = 0. The base points for the entire branch have no symmetry for  > 0
so we can characterize the formal stability (in our case the T-stability) of the whole
branch (locally) in terms of Theorem 6.2. We begin by giving sufﬁcient conditions that
guarantee the T-stability of the branch, since G(,) = T. To do this, one needs to
ﬁnd conditions that insure that for  = 0 (where the amended potential exists)
d2V(,)((u(,1))|T[u(,1)](T[u(,1)]U)⊕(T([u(,1)])Expqe )(k2·qe)
is positive deﬁnite. We do not know how to control the cross terms of this quadratic
form. This is why we shall work only with Abelian groups G since in that case the
subspace k2 = {0} and the second summand in the direct sum thus vanishes. Note that
this implies that m2 = {0}.
From now on we assume that G is a torus T. By Proposition 5.13 and
Theorem 5.15, the second variation
d2V(,)((u(,1))|T[u(,1)](T[u(,1)]U)
coincides for  = 0, with the second variation
d2UF1(, u(,1),1)|T[u(,1)]U (6.1)
of the auxiliary function F1, where d2U denotes the second variation relative to the
second variable in F1. But, unlike V(,), the function F1 is deﬁned even at  = 0.
The amended potential evaluated on the bifurcating branch of relative equilibria has,
by Theorem 5.15, the expression
F1(, u(,1),1) = F0(1)+ 2F(, u(,1),1),
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where F0 is smooth on JL(g · qe) = I(qe)g, F and F1 are both smooth functions on
I ×U × JL(g · qe), even around  = 0, and we have used the fact that m2 = {0}. So, if
the second variation of F at (0, [v0qe ],01) is positive deﬁnite, then the quadratic form(6.1) will remain positive deﬁnite along the branch for  > 0 small. So we get the
following result.
Theorem 6.3. Let 01 ∈ m1 and [v0qe ] ∈ U be as in the Theorem 5.17 and assume that
d2UF(0, [v0qe ],01) is positive deﬁnite. Then the branch of relative equilibria with no
symmetry which bifurcates form
(̂
I(qe)
−101
)
Q
(qe) is T-stable for  > 0 small.
A direct application of this criterion to the double spherical pendulum recovers the
stability result on the bifurcating branches proved directly in [13].
7. Bifurcating branches of relative equilibria with non-trivial isotropy
This section treats the case when the principal stratum of the action has non-trivial
symmetry, that is, each point on this stratum has symmetry conjugate to a non-trivial
subgroup of G. In this case, the amended potential criterion along the emanating
branches is not applicable, because each point on such a branch will have non-trivial
isotropy. Thus, the ﬁnal result will be weaker in the sense that only the existence of
bifurcating branches of relative equilibria with principal symmetry, as opposed to whole
multi-parameter families, will be proved.
7.1. Modiﬁcations in the Lyapunov–Schmidt procedure
As in the trivial case we begin by constructing a G-invariant tubular neighborhood
of the orbit G ·qe such that the isotropy group of every point in this neighborhood is a
subgroup of Gqe . This follows from the Tube Theorem 4.2. Indeed, let B ⊂ (g ·qe)⊥ be
a Gqe -invariant open neighborhood of 0qe ∈ (g ·qe)⊥ such that on the open G-invariant
neighborhood G·Expqe (B) of G·qe, we have (Gqe)  (Gq) for every q ∈ G·Expqe (B).
We outline now the strategy to prove the existence of a bifurcating branch of relative
equilibria with symmetry H corresponding to the principal stratum of the isotropy
representation of Gqe on TqeQ from the set of relative equilibria t · qe. Note that we
do not know a priori which relative equilibrium in t · qe will bifurcate. We search
for a local bifurcating branch of relative equilibria in the following manner. Take a
vector vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ)H and note that Expqe (vqe ) ∈ Q is a point with symmetry
exactly H, that is, GExpqe (vqe ) = H . Then vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ)H , for  ∈ I , where I is
an open interval containing [0, 1]. Also, Expqe (vqe ) is a smooth path connecting qe,
the base point of the relative equilibrium in t · qe containing the branch of bifurcating
relative equilibria, to Expqe (vqe ) ∈ Q. In addition, we shall impose that the entire
path Expqe (vqe ) be formed by base points of relative equilibria. We still need the
vector part of these relative equilibria which will be a solution of the momentum
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equation
I(Expqe (vqe )) = (),
where () is a smooth path in g∗ with (0) ∈ I(qe)t. Now we shall use the charac-
terization of relative equilibria involving the augmented potential to require that each
point on the path Q(Expqe (vqe )) is a relative equilibrium. As we shall see below,
we shall search for () of a certain form and then the characterization of relative
equilibria via the augmented potential will impose conditions on both () and vqe .
We begin by specifying the form of (). Consider the following rescaling:
vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ)H → vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ)H
 ∈ g∗ → (,) ∈ g∗
where,  ∈ I , I is an open interval containing [0, 1], and  : I × g∗ → g∗ is chosen
such that (0,) = 1. So, for (vqe ,) ﬁxed, (vqe ,(,)) converges to (0qe ,1)
as  → 0. Deﬁne
(,) := 1+ ′()+ 2′′()
for some arbitrary smooth functions ′,′′ : g∗ → g∗. Deﬁne
 : I × (B ∩ (TqeQ)H )× g∗ × gqe × k→ g∗
(, vqe ,, , ) := I(Expqe (vqe ))(+ )− (,). (7.1)
Now we search for the velocity  +  of relative equilibria among the solutions of
(, vqe ,, , ) = 0. We shall prove below that  and  are smooth functions of ,
vqe , , in a neighborhood of  = 0 and vqe ,  arbitrary.
Following the same Lyapunov–Schmidt procedure as in the trivial isotropy case shows
that the equation (5.2) has a unique smooth solution for  +  in a neighborhood of
the point (0, v0qe ,
0) ∈ I × (B ∩ (TqeQ)H \ Z)× g∗ namely
(, vqe ,) := (, vqe ,)+ (, vqe ,, (, vqe ,)),
where the function , respectively , is the solution in the ﬁrst, respectively the second
step of the Lyapunov–Schmidt procedure. Comparing with the trivial isotropy case,
note that here we have only the existence of the smooth function . We also do not
have an explicit expression for  when  = 0.
Note that for  = 0 the solution is 0(v0qe ,0)+ Î(qe)−1(10) ∈ t.
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7.2. Bifurcating branches of relative equilibria with non-trivial symmetry
At this point we have a candidate for a bifurcating branch from the set of relative
equilibria t·qe. This branch will start at (0, vqe ,)Q(qe) ∈ t·qe ⊂ TqeQ. By Lemma 5.2,
the isotropy subgroup of (0, vqe ,)Q(qe) equals Gqe , for any vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ)H \Z
around v0qe and  ∈ g∗ around 0. The isotropy groups of the points on the curve
(, vqe ,)Q(Expqe (vqe )), for  = 0, are all subgroups of H, by construction. Hence
(, vqe ,)Q(Expqe (vqe )) is a curve that has the properties of the bifurcating branch
of relative equilibria with broken symmetry that we are looking for. Later will see
that the isotropies of all the points on the branch will be exactly H, for  > 0. We
do not know yet that all points on this curve are in fact relative equilibria. Thus, we
shall search for conditions on v0qe and 
0 that guarantee that each point on the curve
 → (, vqe ,)Q(Expqe (vqe )) is a relative equilibrium. This will be done by using
the augmented potential criterion (see Proposition 3.4).
Theorem 7.1. Let (Q, 〈〈·, ·〉〉Q, V,G) be a simple mechanical G-system, with G a com-
pact Lie group with the Lie algebra g. Let qe ∈ Q be a symmetric point whose isotropy
group Gqe is contained in a maximal torus T of G. Denote by t ⊂ g the Lie algebra
of T. Let (H) be the principal orbit type of the Gqe -action on TqeQ. Let B ⊂ (g ·qe)⊥
be a Gqe -invariant open neighborhood of 0qe ∈ (g ·qe)⊥ such that the exponential map
is injective on B and for any q ∈ G · Expqe (B) the isotropy subgroup Gq is conjugate
to a (not necessarily proper) subgroup of Gqe . Deﬁne the closed Gqe -invariant subset
Z =: {vqe ∈ B ∩ (TqeQ)H | detA = 0}, where the entries of the matrix A are given in
(5.12). Let J ×Vv0qe ×W0 ⊂ I ×B ∩ (TqeQ)H \Z×m1⊕m2 be a open neighborhood
of (0, v0qe ,0), where 0 ∈ m1 is chosen such that g(,) = t for  ∈ J and  ∈ W0 .
Deﬁne F : J × Vv0qe ×W0 → T ∗Q by
F(, vqe ,) := dV(,vqe ,)(Expqe (vqe )).
If F/(vqe ,)(0, v0qe ,0) is non-degenerate then there exists a continuous curve
(v0qe ,0) : [0, 1] → TQ which starts at the point (̂I(qe)−1(10))Q(qe) ∈ t · qe at
 = 0 and consists of relative equilibria all having broken symmetry H for  > 0.
Proof. Because each point in t·qe is a relative equilibrium, it follows that qe is a critical
point of the augmented potential and so F/(vqe ,)(0, v0qe ,
0) can be expressed in
terms of the Hessian of the augmented potential. The matrix F/(vqe ,)(0, v0qe ,
0)
is a square matrix of dimension n = dim Q because dim Vv0qe = n − dim (g · qe), as
H is the symmetry of the principal stratum of the Gqe -representation on TqeQ and
hence (TqeQ)H is open in TqeQ, B ⊂ (g · qe)⊥, and dim W0 = dim (m1 ⊕m2) =
dim g− dim m0 = dim g− dim gqe .
The non-degeneracy of F/(vqe ,)(0, v0qe ,
0) implies the existence of an open
neighborhood U1 × U2 × U3 ⊂ J × Vv0qe ×W0 around the point (0, v0qe ,0) and of a
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smooth map  ∈ U1 → (vqe (),()) ∈ U2 × U3 such that (vqe (0),(0)) = (v0qe ,0)
and for any  ∈ U1
F(, vqe (),()) = 0.
This identity shows that the branch of vectors
 ∈ U1 → ((, vqe (),())Q(Expqe (vqe ())) ∈ TQ
consists of relative equilibria. It is clear that this branch intersects the initial set of
relative equilibria t·qe only in (̂I(qe)−1(10))Q(qe). By construction, all these vectors
have symmetry included in H for  = 0. We know that all of them are relative equilibria
with velocities (, vqe (),()) ∈ g(,()) which, by hypothesis, equals t.
To show that all points on these branches have isotropy subgroup exactly H, we
recall that for any q ∈ Q and  ∈ g the isotropy of the vector Q(q) ∈ TqQ equals
GQ(q) = {g ∈ Gq | Adg −  ∈ gq}. (7.2)
Indeed, since (Adg )Q(q) = g ·Q(g−1 ·q) and GQ(q) ⊂ Gq , the condition g ·Q(q) =
Q(q) is equivalent to (Adg )Q(q) = Q(q), that is, (Adg  − )Q(q) = 0, which is
equivalent to Adg −  ∈ gq which proves (7.2). Therefore,
G((,vqe (),())Q(Expqe (vqe ()))
= {g ∈ H | Adg (, vqe (),())− (, vqe (),()) ∈ gExpqe (vqe ()) = h}
by (7.2). Since H, as a subgroup of T, acts trivially by the adjoint representation on t
and the element (, vqe (),())∈t, this shows that G((,vqe (),())Q(Expqe (vqe ()))=H .
Now, using a rescaling, we can suppose that the curve  is deﬁned on the interval
[0, 1] and hence the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
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